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Modern life is filled with potential dangers. The threat of burglary or personal attack,


especially in cities late at night, can create a feeling of vulnerability, particularly as more


of us live alone. bullying is a problem, not just for children but also for adults as the


workplace becomes increasingly pressurised and competitive. Since September 11,


2001, travel has become more hazardous.


You may feel troubled by what seems an unfriendly ghost in your home or blocked earth


energies that can make your home feel dark and cold even on a sunny day.


Yet we possess within our personal aura energy field that surrounds us and the chakra


inner psychic energy centres of our body natural defensive powers that can be easily


activated.


This recording teaches you simple but effective ways of strengthening those innate


psychic defences by the use of crystals, mirrors, candles, fragrances and by calling the


powerful archangels.


On the recording also are simple and safe rituals practiced by our ancestors to send


back harm and to block malice or spite from ourselves and loved ones. These are as


effective today.


For more information on psychic protection and details of her psychic development,


magick, chakra and crystal books contact cassandra eason on:


www.cassandraeason.co.uk


Michael


Michael whose name means ‘Who is like to God’ is the supreme archangel, archangel of the Sun.
Michael is the leader of the great warrior angels and is one of the chief dragon slaying angels 


Michael is pictured with golden wings in red and gold armour with sword, shield, a green date branch
and carrying the scales of justice or a white banner with a red cross. he is the ideal young golden-
haired warrior 


Direction: South
colour: Gold
crystal: clear crystal quartz or carnelian 
incenses: chamomile, frankincense, marigold, rosemary, sunflower and sage


Gabriel


Gabriel is archangel of the Moon and with Michael he forms the highest of the archangels. his name
means ‘God has Shown himself Mightily.’ archangel Gabriel carries God’s messages. 


Picture him in silver or clothed in the blue of the night sky with a mantle of stars and a crescent moon
for his halo, with a golden horn, a white lily, alternatively with a lantern in his right hand and with a
mirror made of jasper in his left.


Direction: West 
colour: Silver 
crystal: Moonstone
incenses: eucalyptus, jasmine, lily, myrrh, lilac and rose
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The Four Protective archangels
each has a direction, a colour, a crystal and incenses that if you need extra strong protection you can
set around you as you speak the words on the recording, asking the archangels to protect you.


Uriel


Uriel, whose name means Fire of God, is the archangel of Transformation and alchemy and of the
planet Mars and also protects the earth. Uriel is a pure pillar of fire and melts the winter snow with his
flaming torch. 


Picture Uriel with an open hand holding a flame, dressed in rich burnished gold and ruby red with a
bright flame-like halo. 


Direction: North 
colour:  ruby or dark red
crystal: ruby or garnet.
incenses:  basil, copal, sandalwood and ginger  


raPhael


raphael, whose name means ‘God has healed’, is the archangel of medicine and also of all forms of
healing and science and the planet Mercury. 


Picture him carrying a golden vial of medicine, with a traveller’s staff, food to nourish travellers in his
wallet, dressed in the colours of early morning sunlight, with a beautiful green healing ray emanating
from his halo. 


Direction: east
colour: lemon yellow or misty grey, but often also perceived as green 
crystal: citrine
incenses:  lavender, lily of the valley, pine and thyme.


abOUT caSSaNDra


cassandra has worked with spiritual and protective
energies for more than fifteen years and teaches workshops


on psychic protection in the home, the workplace and for
safe travel in the UK, australia and Sweden. She has


published more than 70 books worldwide including Pagan
in the city and complete book of Spells(both with


Quantum\Foulsham) the illustrated Guide to healing
crystals (anova\collins and brown) and becoming


clairvoyant (Piatkus) cassandra has five children, two cats
and lives on the rural isle of Wight 
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PrOTecTive crYSTalS While TravelliNG


carry one or more of these crystals with you when you are travelling in a small drawstring bag or


purse or keep one in the glove compartment of your car or in your luggage. You can also wear them


as jewellery


PrOTecTive Travel crYSTalS aND MeTalS


* a silver or gold St christopher medallion worn or put on your car dashboard.


* Green amazonite for protection on adventure holidays like skiing, camping or visiting dangerous


parts of the world; also for riding a bicycle to work.


* aquamarine for journeys by sea, fears of water or any long haul travel that involves flying or driving


long distances. 


* red or blue coral for safety on water, while swimming and against travel accidents or muggings. 


* blue aventurine to protect against travel disruption and the loss of luggage or personal items and for


protection on holiday or weekends away.


* Dark blue sodalite for safety while flying and to prevent fears of flying.


* black onyx or black apache tear for protection while travelling at night and against terrorism.


* Turquoise for guarding you and your possessions against theft, loss or attack while travelling, for


preventing accidents, especially falls; protects pets in transit


* Pink kunzite, the commuter’s friend, guards against road rage and becoming stressed while driving


in traffic or on long journeys; also calms difficult passengers.


* blue falcon’s or any cat’s eye crystal to stop you getting lost while driving, being conned while


travelling or on holiday and keeps back packers or gap year students safe.


* red tiger’s eye protects your money and credit cards while travelling and you against being


threatened by drunks or drug addicts especially on trains and late night buses


* Green jade to stop you falling ill while travelling on holiday, for travelling alone and to protect children


and animals from straying or being hurt.


* Green and white tree agate for car travel especially on fast, heavily polluted or crowded roads, for


daily train journeys ; helps to combat fatigue on long journeys 


* Purple charoite, amethyst or lepidolite if you have to work away from home a lot and for staying alone


in hotels.


reD rOOT chaKra located around the perineum, the lower back, the thighs, knees and the soles of the
feet 


(also linked with grey, brown and black) 
associated with: physical functioning, basic instincts, potency, survival, strength and the five physical


senses.


OraNGe aND Silver Sacral chaKra (also called the hara) situated on or just below the navel and
includes the female womb and male genitals


associated with: spontaneous feelings and urges, self–esteem, desires, fertility and aspects of comfort or
satisfaction, such as eating, drinking and sexuality.


YellOW SOlar PlexUS chaKra sited at the base of the sternum around the upper stomach area 
associated with: mental abilities, willpower and self control, confidence, logic and the evolving


personality. 


GreeN aND PiNK hearT chaKra situated in the centre of the chest, its energies radiating over heart,
lungs, breasts and over the arms and hands


associated with: harmony within the self as well as with others, with love, relationships,  altruism, healing
and a love of beauty and nature. 


SKY blUe ThrOaT chaKra situated close to the adam’s apple in the centre of the neck. as well as the
throat and speech organs and thyroid gland, it controls the neck and shoulders and the passages that


run up to the ears.
associated with: synthesis of emotion and thought, ideas and ideals and with clear communication which


includes listening as well as speaking and the expression of creativity


iNDiGO Or PUrPle brOW chaKra centred just above the bridge
of the nose in the centre of the brow and controls the eyes, ears


and more instinctive functions of the brain.
associated with: unconscious wisdom and psychic


powers, especially clairvoyance, with angelic
communication, dreams and imagination. 


viOleT, WhiTe aND, GOlD crOWN chaKra
situated at the top of the head at the fontanelle,


extending from the centre of the hairline to several
centimetres above the head 


associated with: the union of mind, body and spirit,
the divine spark in us all, higher brain functions 


and our connection with divinity and integration with
the universe 
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abOUT chaKraS


chakras are the invisible psychic energy centres within


the body that empower the aura, the psychic rainbow


energy field surrounding the body as an ellipse. The


chakras draw energy especially colour energies from the


outside world via the aura and so they transmit healing,


harmony or energy from those colours through the body.


i have listed the chakras so that you will understand their


functions as you close them down to protect yourself as


one of the rituals on the recording for quiet sleep.


Using the positions on the diagram in this booklet, hold


the hand you write with over the chakra centres of your


own body. You will experience a sensation as if you were


holding your hand over an emptying bath plug hole or


like the ripples of a warm electric fan. This is the centre


of each chakra. You can feel the root energies either by


touching the small of your back or putting both hands on


your thighs, palms touching them and fingers pointing


downwards. There is considerable overlap with the


chakras and the areas of the mind and body they rule.


crYSTalS FOr WOrKPlace aND hOMe PrOTecTiON


Wash crystals used at home, for travel or at work weekly under running water and
allow them to dry in natural light 


* circle a pink rose quartz anti-clockwise to absorb negativity if a phone call turns
unexpectedly unfriendly or confrontational.


* Green and black malachite guard against adverse effects of modern technology.
have one at each of the four corners of your computer at home and one near any fax


or copier close to your workspace.


* blue lace agate soften harsh or critical words and can be mixed with rose quartz at
potentially troublesome family get-togethers or work meetings


* Deep or rich blue crystals such as  blue howlite, lapis lazuli, ,blue quartz, turquoise,
blue sapphire  and sodalite worn as jewellery or attached to a belt buckle repel ill
wishing and envy, once called the evil eye. For added protection draw an ancient


egyptian eye of horus in the air over any blue crystal using a lighted incense stick like
a pen. renew the symbol monthly.


* clear sparking crystals in a bowl near the centre of your home or workspace act as
active ongoing defence, for example, clear crystal quartz, sparkling yellow citrine,


glowing orange carnelian or herkimer diamond. They will transform negativity or
lethargy into optimism and enthusiasm.


* Smoky quartz points facing outwards deter malice, spite and ill wishers. Place them
in your workspace or just inside back and front doors at home, one either side, again


pointing outwards. This deters burglars and troublemakers.


* if you are under constant mental attack or intense pressure at work, place in front of
you in a semi circle or guarding your back, seven outward facing obsidian arrows,


and small pointed arrow like pieces of obsidian. These are associated in ancient
egypt with the lion headed goddess of fire Sekhmet. at home bury them within your


boundaries to form a barrier against harm or if you live in an apartment put them in a
plant pot of earth with a fragrant plant.


* Small amethyst geodes or single crystals placed on window ledges keep away
paranormal harm and counteract negative earth energies that make your home or


workplace feel cold and unfriendly. 
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PrOTecTive PlaNTS


You can grow these in your garden, keep
them indoors or use as fragrance oils to
burn. add a few drops of the oil to floor
washes and scrub with anticlockwise
circles, tipping the water out of the front
door afterwards.* a small sealed packet of
coriander, cumin and sunflower seeds in
your computer case, the  glove box of your
car or in luggage will help prevent thieves,
loss or accidental damage.


* angelica at the four corners of a house
turns back intruders and guard against storm
damage.


* leafy bamboo plants outdoors and lucky
bamboo shoots in pots indoors change bad luck
to good.


* basil, protects against noisy, over curious or
unfriendly neighbours, repels unwanted callers
and draws in money.


* bay trees near entrances filter out all harm and
bring happiness to the dwelling. 


* cactus deters thieves and malicious callers by phone
or in person.


* catnip grown near the front door keeps away thieves,
spiteful neighbours and con men and women.


* cedar guards possessions and heals any negative vibes within
the home caused by family tension.
* chamomile  protects children from hurt and guard against the result
of extremes of weather and fire.


* Fennel deters unwanted door to door or telephone salespeople and critical
visitors; protects against damage from high winds.
* Garlic is  protective against negative ghosts, human deceit and bad workmen.


*  Jasmine is anti stress, mandatory for a workaholic’s home.


* Juniper guards against the effects of adverse weather, especially in winter and against external
troublemakers or interference.


* lavender stops gossip and
neighbourhood cliques, sibling or family


rivalry and unkindness. Sprinkle dried
lavender heads on carpets and vacuum up anti


clockwise to remove the lingering effects of
quarrels from your home. 


* lemongrass protects against spiteful words,
jealousy and lies.


* lilac bushes, ivy or honeysuckle on external
walls repel envy and ill wishing and bring


domestic happiness.


* Marigolds  discourage threats of legal action
from neighbours or official channels and the


malice of love rivals.


* Mimosa absorbs sadness from the past and
guards against those who bring or cause


divisions in loyalty in the home.


* Nettles absorb negativity and deter
intruders, earthly and paranormal and sharp-


tongued or interfering visitors.


* Olive trees keep away vandals or those who
make a nuisance near your home and indoors calms


domestic drama kings or queens.


* Parsley guards against misfortune and resources draining
away; good against floods and DiY disasters.


* Sage offers protection against all evil and poltergeists.


* roses have thorns to act as a physical and psychic barrier against
external spite but increase love within the home.


* rosemary is guardian against thieves and vandals and an assurance that there
will be sufficient resources for the home and family.


* Tarragon, called the dragon’s herb offers protection against fire, storm damage, high winds,
accidents and nasty neighbours.  


* Thyme deters trouble makers, family feuds and bad influences.
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